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FAMILY LAW
At Its Finest

McManis Faulkner

voted “Best Family Law Firm”
in California for 6th year in a row!

mcmanislaw.com
The LLM in Taxation program at Golden Gate University School of Law, (est. 1901), has been a leader in taxation law for nearly 40 years, ranked #1 in California by TaxTalent for five years in a row. Studying under experienced faculty, including active and retired judges, students gain an unparalleled foundation in federal, state, and local tax laws. Students also benefit from close ties to GGU’s Braden School of Taxation, which TaxTalent ranks as the #1 MS Tax Program in the country.

Students in the LLM in Taxation program at GGU Law develop professional contacts through substantive courses supplemented with workshops, field work, and externships in taxation, trusts, estates, and elder care. Students also enjoy one-on-one career counseling, professional and student organizations, and events with the largest LLM in Taxation alumni network in California.

GOLDEN GATE UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF LAW
536 Mission Street,
San Francisco, CA 94105
415.442.6630
Law.ggu.edu

Litigation-Tech has again been voted “Best Courtroom Presentation Providers” by The Recorder readers. We can help present your case in the most effective and efficient manner possible. Litigation-Tech offers expert trial presentation consulting and war room support in the Greater Los Angeles and San Francisco Bay Areas, for Defense and Plaintiff law firms.

Litigation-Tech features Award-Winning Trial Presentation and Litigation Graphics in matters of any size, including many Complex and High-Profile Cases. A few noteworthy trials include the Los Angeles Dodgers divorce trial, People v. Robert Blake, and PG&E v. U.S. (California Power Crisis).

We can help with cost sharing plans, cost recovery, court technology layouts and out-of-town trials.

We focus on trial support and technology, so you can focus on your case. Call now for our rates and an estimate on your trial.

LITIGATION-TECH
Toll Free: 888-907-4434
Los Angeles: 213-995-5041
San Francisco: 415-475-7444
Orange County: 323-739-3937
www.litigationtech.com
McManis Faulkner, a leading Northern California trial firm, has represented clients in family law matters for more than 40 years. The firm’s Family Law Practice is highly regarded for its ability to resolve family legal issues with discretion and sensitivity, in addition to expertise. The practice regularly achieves successful outcomes for clients in matters such as marital and domestic partnership dissolutions, separation disputes, child custody, and “move away” and abduction issues (domestic and international).

McManis Faulkner combines a supporting, caring approach with strong, seasoned representation to create successful outcomes for all involved parties. The client benefits from the knowledge and experience of a team of lawyers, rather than a single attorney.

Complementing the Family Law Practice are the firm’s civil and business trial lawyers. The result is a powerful combination of family law sensibilities, business acumen, and courtroom trial experience.

**Voted the #1 Family Law Firm six years in a row**

**McMANIS FAULKNER**
Fairmont Plaza, 10th Floor, 50 West San Fernando Street San Jose, CA 95113 408.279.8700 www.mcmanislaw.com

We handle cases ranging from complex financial issues and extensive marital estates to high conflict custody matters. We work closely with accountants, appraisers, psychologists and economists to ensure a comprehensive approach.

**PRACTICE AREAS**
- Divorce
- Domestic Partner
- Dissolution
- Separation
- Property & Pension Distribution
- Alimony
- Custody
- Visitation
- Child Support
- Restraining Orders
- Paternity
- Pre-Marital Agreements
- Modification of Orders
- Appeals
- Post-Divorce Disputes
- Paternity
- Pre-Marital Agreements
- Modification of Orders
- Appeals
- Post-Divorce Disputes

* American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers Fellow
* Board Certified Family Law Specialist
* Special Designation by fellow lawyers as a “Super Lawyer”

**PERSONAL ATTENTION**
**THOUGHTFUL LITIGATION**
**FINAL RESOLUTION**

**Schoenberg FAMILY LAW GROUP, P.C.**
575 Market Street | Suite 4000 | SF, CA 94105 | 415.834.1120 www.sfg.com

**THE BEST OF 2014**

**BEST LAWYER/LAW FIRM BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT AND COACHING SERVICES:**

1. David King Keller, Keller Business Development Advisory Group
2. Merrill Corp.
3. David H. Freeman, Law Firm Culture Shift

“David Keller is honest, ethical, knowledgeable and an excellent communicator. I trust him and his guidance absolutely on all legal matters. He is an incomparable resource!”

**BEST END-TO-END E-DISCOVERY PROVIDER:**

1. U.S. Legal Support
2. Advanced Discovery
3. FTI Technology

“U.S. Legal is the best. They always make my day and provide me great service. Junes Legal Services always put a smile on my face. I never worry about my requests being too complicated for them. I love, love, love U.S. Legal Support and Junes Legal Services. They are the best in the West.”

**BEST BIG DATA LEGAL ANALYTICS SOLUTIONS**

1. Lex Machina
2. Redwood Analytics
3. Elite Analytics

**BEST LITIGATION CONSULTING SERVICES:**

1. FTI Consulting
2. Deloitte Discovery
3. DecisionQuest
BEST INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
LITIGATION CONSULTING SERVICES:
  1. DecisionQuest
  2. NERA Economic Consulting
  3. OnPoint Analytics

BEST GLOBAL RISK & INVESTIGATION SERVICES:
  1. Kroll Advisory Solutions
  2. Deloitte Financial Advisory Services LLP
  3. FTI Consulting

BEST LEGAL PROCESS OUTSOURCING:
  1. LexisNexis Legal Process Outsourcing
  2. Novadio, LLC
  3. FTI Technology

BEST CASE MANAGEMENT SOLUTION:
  1. LexisNexis CaseMap
  2. FTI Technology
  3. Amicus Attorney

BEST PRACTICE MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE:
  1. ProLaw (Thomson Reuters Elite)
  2. LexisNexis Firm Manager
  3. Amicus Attorney

BEST DATA RECOVERY SERVICES PROVIDER:
  1. LexisNexis Managed Network Services
  2. Kroll Ontrack
  3. Lazarus Data Recovery

BEST DATA SECURITY SERVICES PROVIDER:
  1. Symantec
  2. Iron Mountain
  3. McAfee

Best ADR Provider

Thank you for voting JAMS the “Best ADR Provider” nine years in a row.

JAMS is pleased to serve the ADR needs of the Bay Area legal community and we thank you for your support. JAMS neutrals successfully resolve complex cases in a wide range of practice areas, typically achieving results more efficiently and cost effectively than through litigation. They are skilled in ADR processes including mediation and arbitration; general, special and discovery references; and project neutral and dispute review board work.

Resolving Disputes Worldwide | 1.800.352.5267 | www.jamsadr.com


SACRAMENTO | SAN FRANCISCO | SANTA ROSA | SILICON VALLEY | WALNUT CREEK
BEST DOCUMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICES:
1. Iron Mountain
2. ProLaw (Thomson Reuters Elite)
3. Worldox

BEST PREDICTIVE CODING SOLUTION:
1. Symantec
2. Exterro
3. FTI Technology

BEST DOCKETING & CALENDARING SOFTWARE:
1. ProLaw (Thomson Reuters Elite)
2. Amicus Attorney
3. Westlaw Legal Calendaring (Thomson Reuters)

BEST COLLABORATION SOFTWARE:
1. Dropbox

BEST TIME & BILLING SOLUTIONS:
1. ProLaw
2. LexisNexis Time Matters
3. Sage Timeslips

BEST LEGAL HOLD SOLUTION
1. Exterro e-Discovery Suite
2. Thomson Reuters Concourse Legal Hold
3. Relativity Legal Hold

BEST TABLES OF AUTHORITY SOFTWARE
1. Lexis for Microsoft Office
2. BEST Authority
3. Fastcase

Thank You!
Kearney • Boyle & Associates is honored to be recognized by our colleagues and clients as “The Best Staffing Agency”
Thank you for being a partner in our success!
Kearney • Boyle & Associates, Inc.

At KBA Our Relationships Come First.
Every legal support candidate, every client we work with is our partner in success.

EBN YOUR LLM IN TAXATION AT USF’S DOWNTOWN CAMPUS
CHANGE THE WORLD FROM HERE

• Special financial aid packages
• Expert full-time faculty members
• Full-time and part-time options
• Up to 12 JD transfer credits accepted upon approval

EARN YOUR LLM IN TAXATION AT USF’S DOWNTOWN CAMPUS

www.kbajobs.com

(415) 477-1930
Litigation-Tech LLC has offered locally-staffed trial support throughout California for nearly 20 years. The Litigation-Tech team has a great deal of experience in complex, high profile, and high stakes litigation, and they can quickly assimilate into your trial team. Specializing in Trial Presentation and related Pre-Trial preparation, they also provide a wide array of litigation support services, including demonstrative graphics, PowerPoint presentations, deposition video sync and editing, exhibit production, and war room support. Through a network of “best-in-class” affiliates, Litigation-Tech also offers Mock Trial and Focus Group services, Jury Consulting, 3-D Animation, Large Board Printing and Trial Binder Printing and Assembly.

**Why Choose Litigation-Tech?**

- In business since 2002
- Trial prep and trial presentation “Hot-Seat” are our specialty
- Experienced in all types of litigation
- No extra charges for overtime, evenings, weekends or holidays
- No rental charge for our Trial Presentation computers
- Competitive rates
- Highly-qualified and experienced Trial Consultants and Technicians

LITIGATION-TECH
ENHANCING THE ART OF COMMUNICATION

1-888-907-4434
www.litigationtech.com

Los Angeles
213-995-5041
Orange County
323-739-3937
San Francisco
415-475-7444
THE BEST 2015

BEST ONLINE LEGAL RESEARCH PROVIDER:
1. WestlawNext (Thomson Reuters)
2. LexisAdvance/lexis.com (LexisNexis)
3. Bloomberg Law (Bloomberg BNA)

BEST LEGAL RESEARCH VENDOR
(including products not available online):
1. Thomson Reuters (Westlaw)
2. LexisNexis
3. Continuing Education of the Bar (CEB)

“CEB is the gold standard.”

BEST LEGAL iPAD APPLICATION:
1. WestlawNext for iPad (Thomson Reuters)
2. Bloomberg
3. FastCase

BEST EXPERT WITNESS PROVIDER
1. ForensisGroup, Inc.
2. KPMG LLP
3. Thomson Reuters Expert Witness Services

BEST IT OUTSOURCING SERVICE PROVIDER
1. Accenture
2. Parachute
3. ICE Consulting

BEST FORENSIC ACCOUNTING PROVIDER:
1. Ernst & Young LLP
2. FTI Consulting
3. KPMG

BEST BUSINESS ACCOUNTING PROVIDER:
1. Ernst & Young LLP

Thank you!

Family Law Conference
Learn how to confidently handle emerging issues in parentage, custody, and child support cases and get a refresher on the year’s most important family law cases.
Oct 29 & 30 • Paso Robles

Wine Law Forum™
Join us in beautiful Paso Robles, the fastest growing wine region in California, for our annual Wine Law Forum, this year covering water issues, appellation designations, and labor issues. Includes local wine-tasting reception.
Nov 5 & 6 • Paso Robles

Winter Fairs
Our annual MCLE fairs give you a round-up of the most significant new cases and developments of the past year. Coming in January in cities throughout the state.

For more information on these and other valuable CEB CLE programs, go to ceb.com/cle or call 1-800-232-3444.
2. Deloitte LLP
3. FTI Consulting

**BEST PRIVATE BANKING SERVICES:**
1. Wells Fargo
2. First Republic

**BEST BUSINESS BANK:**
1. Wells Fargo
2. Bank of America
3. First Republic

**BEST ATTORNEY ESCROW SERVICES**
1. Wells Fargo
2. J.P. Morgan
3. Bank of America

**BEST LITIGATION FUNDING PROVIDER:**
1. Excalibur Funding Programs
2. Peachtree Pre-Settlement Funding
3. Counsel Financial

“Everyone that works at KCC has the same goal — to provide outstanding service to their client. This is goal is met by providing expedient, friendly, knowledgeable support during every step of the process.”

**BEST CLASS ACTION CLAIMS ADMINISTRATION SERVICES:**
1. KCC
2. Gilardi & Co LLC
3. Heffler Claims Group

**BEST SURETY BOND PROVIDER**
1. Chubb Group of Insurance Companies
2. Feldman Insurance Services
3. Bonds Services of California

---

At 360 Financial, LLC, we empower your clients to make financial decisions, allowing your case to resolve faster with less work for you.

We begin with **Settlement Planning** by addressing Tax Consequences, Minor Settlements, Needs Based Benefits/Special Needs Trusts, Medicare Set-Asides & Qualified Settlement Funds.

Then we focus on **Financial Planning** by addressing Income/Expenses (Budgeting), Current/Future Needs Analysis, Education Planning, Insurance & Estate Planning.

We finish with **Investment Options**, which may include a Cash Settlement, a Structured Settlement and/or a Managed Investment Account.

If you believe your clients would benefit from a provider **VOTED BEST**, two years in a row by fellow Recorder readers, please give us a call!

Douglas H. Arnest, CFP®
President / Financial Advisor
Ca License #0G62928

360 Financial, LLC
415-592-5812
doug@360financial.com
www.360financial.com

**Thank You**

Looking for an accomplished expert?
ALM Experts has leaders in every discipline.

**ONE ultimate resource includes:**
- More than 15,000 profiles of leading expert witnesses
- 4,000 areas of expertise covering all 50 states

Access to a range of high-profile experts is just a click away.
Your source for experts, consultants & litigation support services.

ALMExperts.com
PERFECT YOUR PRACTICE

Law.com introduces national and regional news by practice area, from the ALM sources you trust. With real time news, powerful insights, and expert contributors, it’s the perfect way to explore the news that matters to you.
BEST COMMERCIAL REAL ESTATE FIRM:
1. CBRE
2. Coldwell Banker Commercial
   Westbay Commercial Real Estate Group
3. Cushman & Wakefield, Inc.

BEST MALPRACTICE INSURANCE PROVIDER:
1. Lawyers Mutual
2. Arch Insurance Group
3. Nielsen & Geenty

BEST WEALTH MANAGEMENT PROVIDER:
1. First Republic Bank
2. Wells Fargo
3. Northern Trust

“Veritext provides exceptional deposition services with great client representatives that will follow assignments from beginning to end, ensuring client satisfaction.”

BEST COURT REPORTING & DEPOSITION SERVICE PROVIDER:
1. U.S. Legal Support
2. Veritext Legal Solutions
3. Esquire

BEST COURTROOM PRESENTATION PROVIDER:
1. RLM | TrialGraphix
2. Litigation-Tech
3. Cogent Legal

Thank You California!
Thank You for Selecting U.S. Legal Support as the Best Court Reporting and Deposition Service Provider in California for the Second Year, and the Best end-to-end eDiscovery Provider!

WINNER
Best Court Reporting and Deposition Provider
Best end-to-end eDiscovery Provider

800.993.4464
careporting@uslegalsupport.com | www.uslegalsupport.com

Costa Mesa  Fresno  Ontario  Sacramento  San Diego  San Francisco  Sherman Oaks  Los Angeles  Woodland Hills

Court Reporting  |  Record Retrieval  |  eDiscovery  |  Trial Services
Welcome to the Best Hall of Fame — those companies and firms that have repeatedly received the highest ratings from our readers. These organizations have placed in the top three at least three times in the last 5 years. A few have ranked in the top three each and every year since 2010. We congratulate them and thank you for your continued support of high caliber service and expertise. The Recorder team also extends our appreciation to those sponsors who have made this section possible.

Introducing the Hall of Fame for 2015

- ADR
- Ahern
- Amicus Attorney
- Arch Insurance Group
- Bank of America
- Bar Association of San Francisco
- Barkley Court Reporters
- Blattel Communications
- Bloomberg Law
- Bothwell
- CB Richard Ellis
- CEB
- Citi Private Banking
- Cogent Legal
- Continuing Education of the Bar
- Cushman & Wakefield
- Deloitte
- Economists Incorporated
- Edoxets
- Ernst & Young LLP
- Esquire
- First Republic Bank of Marin
- Gilardi & Co LLC
- Hampton O’Bannon
- Hewlett Packard
- Hudson Legal
- Infinite PR
- Iron Mountain
- JAMS
- JP Morgan Chase
- Kroll Ontrack
- Lawyers Mutual
- Litigation-Tech
- Magnolia Legal Funding
- Major Lindsey & Africa
- McAfee
- McManis Faulkner
- Mottaz
- One Legal
- Peachtree Pre-Settlement
- Practicing Law Institute
- ProLaw (TR Elite)
- Prudential
- Right Hat
- Robert Half Legal
- Ryder Smith Legal Search
- Schoenberg Family Law Group
- SF Legal Video
- SharePoint
- Sideman & Bancroft
- Special Counsel
- Symantec
- The Dalton Agency
- University of CA Berkeley
- University of CA Hastings
- The Veen Firm
- Wells Fargo
- Western Messenger
- Westlaw Next

Best Courtroom Presentation Providers

Litigation-Tech has again been voted “Best Courtroom Presentation Providers” by The Recorder readers. We can help present your case in the most effective and efficient manner possible. Litigation-Tech offers expert trial presentation consulting and war room support in the Greater Los Angeles and San Francisco Bay Areas, for Defense and Plaintiff law firms.

Litigation-Tech features Award-Winning Trial Presentation and Litigation Graphics in matters of any size, including many Complex and High-Profile Cases. A few noteworthy trials include the Los Angeles Dodgers divorce trial, People v. Robert Blake, and PG&E v. U.S. (California Power Crisis).

We can help with cost sharing plans, cost recovery, court technology layouts and out-of-town trials.

We focus on trial support and technology, so you can focus on your case. Call now for our rates and an estimate on your trial.

Litigation-Tech
Toll Free: 888-907-4434
Los Angeles: 213-995-5041
San Francisco: 415-475-7444
Orange County: 323-739-3937
http://www.litigationtech.com

Best Family Law Firm

At the Schoenberg Family Law Group, P.C., we embrace complex and challenging cases. Our law firm focuses exclusively on family law, serving the entire Bay Area. We deliver strategic planning and tailored advice based upon the specific circumstances of each case. We offer the skill and knowledge to handle even the most complex and contentious divorces, with the object of securing a fair resolution.

What sets us apart is the pride we take in our work and our unwavering commitment to excellence.

Debra R. Schoenberg, Esq. leads a talented team of attorneys. Schoenberg has established a professional reputation for thoroughness, strategic thinking, keen attention to detail, loyalty and dedication to client service. “My goal is to preserve your dignity and humanity throughout what can be a very difficult and painful process, while at the same time achieving a favorable outcome on your behalf.”

Schoenberg handles cases ranging from complex financial issues and extensive marital estates to high-conflict custody matters. Given that the concept of family continues to evolve, Schoenberg strives to stay current with the ever-changing landscape of family law in order to offer clients the best solutions possible.

Schoenberg Family Law Group, P.C.
575 Market Street | Suite 4000 | San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: 415.834.1120
Fax: 415.834.1121
www.sflg.com
Founded in 1947, CEB continues to set the standard for the finest research, writing, and presentation by the best and brightest lawyers in the state. CEB’s offerings now include:

- CLE programs
- Practice guides
- Cases and codes
- Blog, Marijuana Law Hub, and Law Alerts
- Forms software

Find out how we can help your practice at ceb.com.

2100 Franklin St #500
Oakland, CA 94612
1-800-232-3444
ceb.com

People who have suffered catastrophic injuries deserve the absolute best. That is precisely what the attorneys at the Veen Firm provide. The firm’s unique trial team approach gives clients the care and attention they need. Each case is assigned to not just one attorney, but to an integrated team of attorneys and legal professionals. The results speak for themselves.

The Veen Firm, which is comprised of nationally recognized trial attorneys, just marked its 40th anniversary in San Francisco. Many of the firm’s attorneys are members of some of the most exclusive invitation-only trial associations.

The Veen Firm has the knowledge, resources and experience required to pursue the full measure of justice for its clients. Time and again, attorneys who have asked the firm for assistance with large or difficult cases have achieved better results for their clients and have received some of the highest referral fees in the industry.

If you have questions, or would like our input on a case, please contact us. We’re here to help.

The Veen Firm, P.C.
711 Van Ness Ave. Suite 220
San Francisco, CA 94102
415-673-4800
www.veenfirm.com
info@veenfirm.com
@TheVeenFirm
Facebook.com/TheVeenFirm

1. FTI Consulting
2. Jury Research Institute
3. RLM | TrialGraphix

1. Veritext Legal Solutions
2. Merrill Corp.
3. SF Legal Video

1. Veritext Legal Solutions
2. Esquire Solutions
3. LiveDeposition.com

1. 360 Financial, LLC
2. Millennium Settlement Consulting
3. Patrick Farber/Atlas Settlement Group

1. Kroll Advisory Solutions
2. Stroz Friedberg
3. Meridian Surveying Engineering, Inc.

1. FTI Consulting
2. Deloitte
3. KPMG LLP

1. One Legal
2. Silver Bullet
3. Western Messenger
Thank You

TO OUR FRIENDS AND COLLEAGUES IN THE LEGAL COMMUNITY FOR CHOOSING PLI AS ONE OF THE BEST CLE PROVIDERS IN THE RECORDER’S BEST OF 2015 READER SURVEY!

SEMINARS
WEBCASTS
ON-DEMAND
COURSE HANDBOOKS
TREATISES
ANSWER BOOKS
DISCOVER PLUS
3. Practicing Law Institute

BEST JD/MBA PROGRAM:
1. Stanford Law School
2. University of California Berkeley School of Law — Boalt Hall
3. University of San Francisco School of Law

BEST GENERAL LLM PROGRAM:
1. University of California Berkeley School of Law — Boalt Hall
2. Stanford Law School
3. University of San Francisco School of Law

BEST TAX LLM PROGRAM:
1. University of California Hastings College of the Law
2. Golden Gate University School of Law
3. University of San Francisco School of Law

VOTED #1 PERSONAL INJURY LAW FIRM

We are honored and humbled to be voted the #1 Personal Injury Law Firm in San Francisco. We accept this award on behalf of our clients. It is their struggle, resolve and determination that truly deserves recognition. Thank you for your vote of confidence in us.

TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR PRACTICE
Manage what matters with Amicus Attorney
The world’s leading practice management software

VOTED #1 PERSONAL INJURY LAW FIRM

We are honored and humbled to be voted the #1 Personal Injury Law Firm in San Francisco. We accept this award on behalf of our clients. It is their struggle, resolve and determination that truly deserves recognition. Thank you for your vote of confidence in us.
BEST IP/TECHNOLOGY LLM PROGRAM:
1. Stanford Law School
2. Santa Clara University School of Law
3. University of California Hastings College of the Law

BEST INTERNATIONAL LLM PROGRAM:
1. University of California Berkeley School of Law — Boalt Hall
2. University of San Francisco School of Law
3. University of California Hastings College of the Law

BEST LEGAL RECRUITER:
1. Ryder Smith Legal Search
2. Attorney Assistance
3. Major Lindsey & Africa

“Lee Kuhn at Ryder Smith really thought outside the box in finding alternatives for our IP boutique practice when we wanted to join an existing firm. She really heard what all the parties were looking for and matched very well.”

BEST STAFFING AGENCY:
1. Robert Half Legal
2. Hampton O’Bannon Partners

“It was such a pleasure working with Ms. Kim Clancy at HOP, LLC. She is professional, approachable and attentive. Her dedication to finding me a suitable job has tremendously exceeded my expectation. I greatly appreciated her efforts.”

BEST CONTRACT ATTORNEY PROVIDER:
1. Robert Half Legal
2. Special Counsel
3. Hudson Legal

BEST LEGAL OUTPLACEMENT and CAREER TRANSITION PROVIDER
1. Major, Lindsey & Africa
3. SJL Shannon
BEST PUBLIC RELATIONS AGENCY:

1. Blattel Communications
2. Zumado
3. Infinite Spada

“We at Fox Rothschild have used Blattel Communications for several years and find their service and results to be absolutely superior! They truly partner with their clients to achieve defined goals and are collaborative, professional and almost unbelievably pleasant! They are truly rock stars in the PR universe!”

“Nick Gaffney of Zumado is one of the most experienced, smartest PR professionals in the legal industry.”

“Infinite Spada is the best. They're knowledgeable, connected and enthusiastic.”

One year after launch, we are thrilled to be named one of the Best Legal PR firms in California.

If you'd like your own buzz, let's talk.

415-732-7801 zumado.com

At Ryder Smith Legal Search we work hard to provide our clients with first-class legal recruiting services.

Thank you for recognizing us as the #1 Lawyer Recruiting Firm again in 2015.

We appreciate your business and your trust.

415.359.5111
lee@rydersmithlegal.com | rydersmithlegal.com

Let Us Guide Your Search
“Berbay Corporation is a strong strategic partner for law firms/professionals looking to strengthen their brands and generate new business. They provide timely, insightful and thorough support for their clients and the team members are intelligent and responsive.”

**BEST ADVERTISING AGENCY:**

1. Right Hat
2. Greenfield/Belser
3. Berbay Corporation

**BEST LAW FIRM BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE:**

1. Kroll Advisory Solutions
2. Redwood Analytics
3. Thomson Reuters Elite

“ADR Services, Inc. I like the quality and variety of their neutrals. Their billing is transparent. They don’t bill extra for services that I feel should be provided. Their SF office is conveniently located for city offices and BART users. The administrative staff is professional and very accommodating.”

**BEST ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION (ADR) PROVIDER:**

1. JAMS
2. ADR Services, Inc.
3. FedArb

“FedArb is demonstrating a new model for dispute settlement of large claims.”

**BEST INDEPENDENT MEDIATOR:**

1. Paula M. Lawhon
2. Shelley M. Kennedy
3. Steven Rosenberg
BEST INDEPENDENT ARBITRATOR:
1. Abraham D. Sofaer
2. Jack McGlynn
3. Judge Infante

“I found Larry Strick and Strick Law to be a firm I would not hesitate to refer to another Plaintiff. Larry was always well prepared, prompt in answering a clients’ questions, very knowledgeable as far the available options and steps necessary to achieve the best possible outcome for his client.”

“The Veen Firm is absolutely invaluable. 5 stars!”

BEST PERSONAL INJURY LAW FIRM:
1. The Veen Firm
2. Walkup Melodia
3. Strick Law Offices

“McManis Faulkner practices with integrity and compassion. With a full service firm, the client is cared for holistically.”

BEST FAMILY LAW FIRM:
1. McManis Faulkner
2. Schoenberg Family Law Group
3. Family Law Offices of Renee M. Marcelle, LLC

“Schoenberg Family Law Group, P.C. is phenomenal.”

BEST LEGAL MALPRACTICE SPECIALTY:
1. Murphy Pearson Bradley & Feeney
2. Sheppard Mullin
3. Long & Levitt LLP
CALLING ALL INNOVATORS

Has your organization built a better mouse trap? Figured out a cheaper way to patent it? Or maybe streamlined the way you bill for it?

The Recorder is seeking nominations for its second annual Innovators Awards.

This year, we will honor the serial innovators — the idea people — who have a track record of coming up with brilliant and effective improvements in the delivery of legal services.

We will also honor the incubators — the institutions — that can point to a storied (and continuing) history of fostering innovation.

Finally we will honor the ideas — the innovations — that have come to light in the last year.

We are looking to recognize innovation throughout the legal industry—in legal departments, small and large law firms, law schools, legal nonprofits, government, and legal tech/startups. To qualify, the individuals and institutions must be located in California; ideas must have come from California-based individuals or institutions.

TIMELINE:

NOMINATIONS CLOSE: SEPTEMBER 4

WINNERS ANNOUNCED: OCTOBER 9 | AWARDS RECEPTION: DECEMBER 8

Nominate now at https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/2015_Innovators

QUESTIONS?

Email Greg Mitchell at gmitchell@alm.com.
COMING FALL 2015
Enhance your brand with an instantly recognizable domain exclusive to the legal industry

LEARN MORE
Email Us at info@nic.law
**BEST LOCATION FOR CLIENT LUNCH IN SAN FRANCISCO:**

1. Boulevard  
2. Sam’s Grill  
3. Tadish Grill

**BEST LOCATION FOR DRINKS WITH CLIENT IN SAN FRANCISCO:**

1. The View Lounge (Marriott)  
2. Sens Restaurant  
3. Tadish Grill

**BEST LOCATION FOR CLIENT DINNER IN SAN FRANCISCO:**

1. Boulevard  
2. Kokkari Estiatorio  
3. Perbacco

---

**Meeting e-discovery challenges with confidence.**

Our complete range of offerings, from forensic data collection to managed document review services, provides unprecedented flexibility to address any discovery challenge with confidence. Our clients rely on our software, services and expertise to address matters ranging from internal investigations to large-scale litigation with global e-discovery requirements.

---

We are honored to have served the legal community for the past 30 years. Thank you for this recognition!

Dr. Joe Rice  
(925) 932-6944  
jrice@jri-inc.com

Dr. Sue Jones  
(541) 734-9268  
sjones@jri-inc.com

800-233-5879  
www.juryresearchinstitute.com

---

KCC is honored to be recognized again by our clients and colleagues as

“The Best” Class Action Administrator

www.ftitechnology.com
Golden Gate University School of Law is the only law school in the Western United States that offers an LLM in Estate Planning, Trust, and Probate Law. Course offerings reflect both the technical and people oriented nature of this practice area as well as the need for practical experiential learning. Students are taught by practicing attorneys and judges, many of whom also teach in GGU Law’s nationally top ranked LLM in Taxation. This new degree program, directed by Judge Marshall Whitley (Ret.), offers many opportunities for clerkships and externships with law firms and Superior Court Probate Departments. Graduates will be highly trained candidates for associate positions at established firms or fully capable of starting and running their own practices.

Visit ggu.edu/llm to get started, or call (415) 442-6604 M-F 9 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.